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				FRIENDSHIP


	A traditional definition of a friend is one who knows the worst about you and loves you anyway.  A better definition is that a friend is the one who knows everything about you and wants you to know all about him/her, one who couldn't conceive of life being full without you.  During most of our lives, a number of people are close to us and know us well enough to be aware of our bad habits and characteristics, yet are still able to get along with us fairly well.  Such people are valuable in our lives; certainly their relationship with us is not to be scorned.  However, real friendship goes deeper.  There is a true, total bonding.  A friend becomes an alter ego, an extension of myself, one who becomes part of my very self definition, and I part of hers/his.

	A friend knows every part of me: my hopes and dreams, my inadequacies and fears, my whole history.  A real one knows me better than I know myself and permits and revels in me having the same awareness of him/her.  Possibly, the most difficult aspect of participating in a real friendship is that a friend knows the best about me.  That, often, is harder to reveal fully than my bad points.  We have been taught to be quite analytical about ourselves, to discover where we are failing or inadequate and what we can do to improve.  Most of us find it easier and less embarrassing to answer the question: "What is wrong with me?", than: "What is right with me?".  "How can I improve my appearance?", than: "How handsome or beautiful am I?".  "What mistakes I have made in my life?", than: "What are my virtues?"  "Where have I missed opportunities?", than: "Why am I such a success?".  "How ordinary am I?", than: "Why am I so extraordinary?".  "What least satisfies me about myself?", than, "What pleases me most about myself?".  "What faults do I have, as a spouse, parent, family member, friend, Catholic?", than, "Why are the people in my life overwhelmingly blessed by my presence?".

	At first blush, we might reject this thought because we believe we are aware of good points, are pleased with them and like people to recognize them.  That is good.  It's a sign of a good self image.  But we keep it under control.  We're afraid to be considered cocky.  More significantly, we are likely to be embarrassed talking that way about ourselves.  If our friend agrees with us we tend to attempt to modify our good points by saying that we are not always that way, or we  "balance" it with a defect.  With our faults, though, we are more straight forward.  This is especially true  of many men.  Sometimes, we find ourselves bragging.  Rather than a sign of being comfortable with our goodness, it is exactly the opposite.  It indicates an insecurity about how good we really are.  We are speaking this way to persuade ourselves and others.

	A difference exists, however, between bragging, which can be done with anyone, and a meaningful interchange between friends of the goodness we see in our selves.  Spirituality is a perfect example.  We are more likely to talk about our lack of spirituality and where we need to improve.  In marriage, a loving husband might agree he is not a bad husband rather than assert how giving he is to his wife and how happy he makes her.  We're not suggesting such a statement would be appropriate to make to everyone.  To say that at a party or common gathering would be bravado.  We are talking about the interchange between close friends.


				GOOD POINTS


	We should know our defects.  If we don't recognize them, nothing will ever change.  We will remain the same all our lives.  True self knowledge definitely demands coming to an awareness of what is wrong about us.  It is vital to  accept our defects and do something about them for our own sakes and for the sake of those we love.  On the same principle, it is even more important to have full knowledge of our good points.  First of all, they are much more predominant than our bad ones.  Also, we will never develop them to their fullest potential until we take complete possession.  They will not be as natural and spontaneous, if we are always denying them, watering them down or explaining them away.  Isn't it interesting to note, we never question our honesty when surfacing faults?  We never wonder whether we are kidding ourselves.  Yet we do have that question in examining our virtues.  We see this with others.  If someone were to come up and state that they were about to be honest with us, we would not anticipate that they were preparing to tell us something positive about ourselves.  That would be especially true, if they were to introduce their comment with a phrase such as: "Because I love you, or care for you or want the best for you, I am going to be honest with you".  We definitely don't look, in such circumstances, to be uplifted or told how good we are.

	If we were to be as analytical about our good points and as careful about getting help and encouragement in developing them as we are with our faults, we not only would be much happier but so would every one around us.  Actually, we do this when it comes to jobs.  In our resumes, we do not hide our talents.  We clearly state why we believe we are qualified for the job we seek.  In our interview, we might admit things we have to learn or past mistakes we must correct but we do that in the context of our qualifications.  We recognize, if we come across as tentative about ourselves, or, worse, negative, that will merely give the interviewer reasons not to hire us.

	In our personal relationships, we tend to be just the opposite.  We talk more about what we don't have than what we do.  In other words, we down play our personal qualifications.  A good New Year's resolution would be to make out a list of my best points which I read to myself and add to once a day.  Or I could put a virtues list on the refrigerator, one for each family member.  Anyone in the family can add to each other's list as well as their own.

	In my experience of asking people to list their defects and virtues, the above point is proved.  Men, in general, are especially bad at this.  They usually fill up the bad points quite completely, while the section on the good points is sparse.  Women, usually, are better about this, since they tend to have a better self image.  Their sheets are likely to be more evenly balanced.  However, the question might be raised that while the numbers are relatively even, whether the same significance and value is placed upon the good as well as the bad points.

	Friendship should be much more about internalizing each others goodness and reveling in that, rather than being mutual problem solvers or sounding boards for gripes.  Or merely being people to talk to so I won't be alone.  Friends are not replaceable or interchangeable.


				FRIENDSHIP IN AMERICA


	We have a very bad attitude toward friendship in our American culture.  It is not fostered and encouraged.  We might recognize that socialization is an important part of the maturation process for our children, but it is focused on playmates.  Later, in adolescence, the concentration is on adaptation to the opposite sex, for mate selection.  For ourselves, over the years, we have accumulated what we call "friends".  They are people with whom we are comfortable, usually matching  our level of education and socio-economic standing.  They are compatible personalities, who enjoy the same recreations and activities as ourselves.  Our friends pitch in when there are problems or troubles, with the understanding that their assistance is to be reciprocated and is not expected to extend to a dimension which interferes with their lifestyle.  We use left over or utilitarian time for friendship.  They are leisure time companions.  We don't extend ourselves much beyond that.

	In other words they are nice people who accompany us to mutually enjoyable entertainments, such as a barbecue.  We car pool, share our problems with our children, cry on each other's shoulder, borrow tools and attend Church together.  We might protest and claim that there's more than that to our friendship, "I talk to them all the time.  They make a real difference in my life.  I don't know what I'd do without them."  All that is well and good but we must go deeper.  For how much would you sell your friendship?  That sounds terrible doesn't it?  We become indignant at the question.  Friendship, we say is much more precious than money.  I wouldn't give up my friends no matter how much you offered to give me monetarily.

	Well then, let's approach it from another perspective.  Suppose my company offered a major promotion with a significant raise in pay, but it meant moving a thousand miles away.  Would we move?  We might be torn with many regrets, yet all our training tells us we would be insane not to take the promotion.  Think of all we could do with the increased income.  So many things we need, we have postponed.  We would be looked upon as not providing well enough for our family nor sufficiently ambitious in our career or profession, or too limited in our horizons, were we to decide otherwise.  Even our friends would urge us to move.  Naturally, there would be mutual protestations of loss and heartrending pledges not to let the miles interfere with our relationship.  Butt geography is an essential dimension of intimacy.  We will write for a while.  Occasionally, if we have family there, we will return to the old neighborhood and renew acquaintances, but gradually both of us find new leisure time companions.  There has been no formal break other than the move itself.  It has been understandable and acceptable to both of us.  There are pangs of regret that become less frequent as time passes.  We say to ourselves that life is unfair and we wish it could be otherwise, but it was beyond our control.

	The truth is it is not beyond our control.  We could have chosen to stay.  It was beyond was our consideration.  With our training and background and that of our friends, any decision other than to accept the raise and move would be unthinkable.  Harsh though it may be to say, getting ahead is more important than friendship.  We can squirm and wiggle around and mutually support one another in this but our standard of living is more important than our friends.  That is because we are not that bonded to our friends.  Real friendship is more important than our standard of living but leisure time companions, no matter how close, are not.

	Actually, the offer doesn't have to be as stark to break up our friendship.  The company doesn't have to demand a major move, as part of the raise.  If we got a big increase we would eventually look for a "better" house, a "nicer" neighborhood for the children.  We would probably move because we could afford to move, even if the job was in the same location. 

	In order to be able to conduct ourselves this way, we have to put reins on our friendships.  We can enter into them with great enthusiasm and carry them out with mutual enjoyment but both recognize permanence is not certain, nor even a reasonable expectation.  We both know, one of us will probably move.  No true security exists without permanence.  Without it, the level of trust has to be limited.  The parameters of the relationship are circumscribed by the reality that this is not lifelong, it is only for the present.  We simply cannot be as open and vulnerable in such circumstances.

	Another area to examine is how much our friends know about our finances.  Finances are the ultimate intimacy, for middle class Americans.  We'll talk about sex, sometimes in significant detail; we'll converse about our problems with our children, sometimes embarrassing them immensely; we'll open up about our mother but finances are a closed book.  Oh, we may generally know the level of income each of us receives, and what type of spenders we are, but we would not go over our income in detail, savings, investments, budgets, with a close friend.  That is not considered to be his/her business.  Nor would we be likely to either borrow or lend money to one another, much less give it without strings.  The area of finances is considered to be out of bounds.  In other words, friendship only goes to a certain degree.

	People tend to become friends, partly because they are specializing in the same stage of life.  So there are the newly marrieds, the childless, those with young children, those who are saving for a home, those with children in the same class in school, empty nesters.  Even when they are not in our stage in life, we mentally group our friends into areas of specialization.  We have our Church friends, our business friends, Little League, PTA, college classmates, etc.

	Another factor to look at in the American pattern of friendship is how we restrict ourselves to acquaintances of the same age group.  We are not likely to have friends much younger or older than ourselves, much less do we have friends of different races.  There are a few exceptions to this.  This is part of the socio-economic conditions of our country in which we move to suburbs which are ghetto like in their exclusivity.  Usually, everyone in the neighborhood is on the same level of income, with roughly the same number of children, of the same age.  The result is that as the children leave the nest the parents move and are replaced by a new family.  Singles are forced to move to rabbit warrens of loneliness in the big cities, young marrieds can't afford the cost of the houses so they won't live in the neighborhoods in which they grew up.  We are funny people.  We look on the old ethic neighborhoods as narrow and restrictive.  To a certain extent they were.  However, young and old lived on the same block, rich and poor, educated and uneducated, married and unmarried, those with children and those without.  For the most part this is not the condition of our suburban towns, yet we consider them to be more open because there is no ethnic or religious flavor to them.  Actually they are more ghetto like.  Our exposure to people different than ourselves is, if not non existent, at least sharply reduced.


				AMERICAN VALUES


	As Americans, the fundamental difficulty in the matter of friendship, is that our culture sharply impedes the formation of true intimacy between friends.  There is lip service paid to the beauties of real friendship, but the value system we have adopted clearly interferes with intimacy.  The American culture has established three overriding values, which pervade our entire atmosphere.  They are taken for granted among us.  They are constantly appealed to in our courts, our media, our schools, in the general population, as the foundation for a full life.  No one quarrels seriously with them.  We might object to some of the consequences or some particular applications.  They are so ingrained in us from the earliest age, thru all the means of communication, that they are accepted almost as a revelation from God.  We couldn't expect any reasonable person to not subscribe to them.  They are considered to be enshrined in the Constitution and the Bill of Rights, although only one of the words is even mentioned in those documents.   That refers to the nation as a whole, while we interpret it as applying to individuals.  These three sacred values are independence, fairness and privacy.

	Independence, of course, is a word which calls up images of democracy and freedom.  When used, as it was in the founding fathers documents, as applying to the nation as a whole, it is perfectly appropriate.  A nation should be independent, otherwise it is not free.  We have to be able to find our own way as a people, make our own laws and protect our institutions without outside interference.  In the case of nations, freedom and independence are interchangeable.  

	When it comes to persons, that is incorrect.  Freedom and independence are two different things.  The truly free person is one in deep interpersonal relationships, with family and friends.  In fact, we can't truly be free without such relationships.  This is what the Bible means when it states that it is not good for us to be alone.  On the other hand, the fully independent person, who is entirely their own man or woman is not really free.  We were not created that way.

	Because we intermingle those two realities, it is very hard for us Americans to be truly family persons, much less real friends.  Independence and intimacy are contradictory to one another, while freedom is a necessary basis for true intimacy.  When intimate with someone with whom I have freely chosen to have that kind of relationship I cannot do my own thing.  I have to do our thing, if the relationship is to remain intimate and not merely be a convenient companionship.  On the other hand, any friendship of persons not free would be that of dependent personalities who would manipulate one another.  A real friendship is not possible, when either party is independent or dependent.  They must be interdependent.  Such vulnerability is only possible to persons free of social pressures or personal inadequacies.

	From the time of our birth, we are taught that independence is our goal in life.  We can recall the words used, since we say them to our own children: "You've got to stand on your own two feet; you can't depend on anyone but yourself; if you don't look after yourself, no one else will look after you; don't be a leaner; you've got to be your own man/woman."  The implications of such consistent teaching is that you make your own life and fit other people into it.  People, who choose relationship over independence, are considered to be wimpish and lacking in initiative.  We tend to look on people who honestly prefer to be with their families as being controlled, instead of seeing this as a free and open choice, on their part.  Oh, we like our families, but still want to maintain our independence.  We say: "I need space; it's my turf; I have a right to a life of my own."  If we do that in families, we do it in spades with friends.  We draw lines which the other person is required to respect.  The normal way this is expressed is with the words: "It's my business."  We look on a friend who steps over that line as intruding.


					INTIMACY


	When independence is a non negotiable condition of our relationship, we may give time to one another, even share intimacies but we are not truly intimate.  Intimacy is about belonging.  (When we say belonging we do not mean being possessed by or controlled.  We mean being identified with the other person, so that I become an essential part of their care and concern and they of mine.)  That is a yellow caution light word to most of us, and an absolute red light to others.  We are not sure we want to belong to anyone but ourselves.  We might concede it is desirable for spouses.  Even there, we place limits.  Because the truth is that if I belong to you I am not independent.  Not just in the sense of the term that I have to take you into account in the things I say and do when I am with you or the decisions which are to be made concerning how we spend our time together, but in my very identity.  My self definition is no longer limited to my separate personhood, with my own level of consciousness, talent, skills, history and experiences.  Now, it is vastly expanded to a self, who is loved and who loves.  We all seek love, especially when we are the recipients of it but we still want to maintain our independence.  Love simply cannot take hold that way.  Love is not a part time thing, nor is it merely one aspect of our way of being.  It changes who I am.  I am no longer me alone but one of us.

	This does not make me less, but more.  Jesus was this way.  He usually did not identify himself as a single person.  He did not, for example introduce himself as Jesus Christ.  He called himself: "Son of Man, Son of God, Good Shepherd, Bridegroom".  These are all relationship terms.  In so introducing himself, the listeners could not perceive him as himself alone.  He was part of a love relationship with his Father and his people.  He was free enough not to declare his independence.  He proclaimed his interdependence.  He called for others to accept him in terms of those he loved and who loved him.  He was not his own man.  He was and is his Father's man, our man.

	In rural Ireland, when a stranger comes to town, the inhabitants do not ask that person who he is but WHOSE he is.  They are saying that just knowing the person's name is not enough.  They have to know to whom he belongs in order to really know him.  Such an attitude is, at best, looked on by Americans as quaint and, at worst, anathema.  We don't look on ourselves as belonging to anyone but ourselves.  For a realistic and meaningful friendship, belonging is an essential element.  This clashes with independence.

	Because this attitude is so prevalent in our culture, we don't even recognize how total it is in us.  There are so many ways this training has taken place.  The ideal for families is a bedroom for every child.  Yet the social scientists tell us children who sleep in the same bedroom remain closer to one another all their life long than those who sleep in separate rooms.  Those who sleep in twin beds are closer than those who sleep in bunk beds, and those who sleep in a double bed are the closest of all.  We may not be able to afford separate bedrooms for each child, but it remains our ideal.  We choose separation and independence over closeness.  We do the same with bathrooms.  We have as many as we can afford so that our family doesn't have to learn to share.  Multiple TV sets are common, so each family member can suit their own independent taste.

	As soon as the children grow up, they are considered to have their own life.  Once they marry, they have their own family.  It is as though the twenty odd years we spent together no longer count, and the brothers and sisters we grew up with have their own families.  If we can't keep our own families, how can we be expected to have real friendships?  All the above situations are endemic in our society and not only permissible but encouraged.  Independence is looked upon as maturity.  Freedom is a necessary concomitant to maturity, but independence is more likely to mean that I can get my own way now, and no one can stop me.  In some ways, it is like those bookstores prominently labeled "Adult".  Whatever else they may be, they are certainly not adult.  They are definitely adolescent.  That is the sexual mindset of the clientele they draw.  When people stamp their feet in the name of independence, the only adequate response is a compassionate smile of toleration for their delusion.  In addition, a silent prayer might be offered that they be healed from this condition so that they may be capable of intimate relationships.  Only then, will they truly be able to be considered adults.

	Individuality and individualism are highly prized among us.  We seek it in external ways, such as clothes, as a means to make a statement about our difference from others.  We do it in the style of life we choose, the way we decorate our homes.  It is easy for us to see in others how conformist even the most far-out person is.  Their externals may be drastically different from the common run of people but they are almost clones of the people with whom they associate.  Most of us are a little more sophisticated about our approach.  We might dress and act within accepted bounds but still carry the banner of our individuality and unlikeness.  Anything or any one who would question or threaten that is off our list.  No wonder our nation is so pervaded with loneliness.  That song: "Laughing on the outside, but crying on the inside" seems to describe too many.

	We try to run away from our loneliness by throwing ourselves into work or other activities, piling up honors, money, promotions, success.  Or we turn to mindless entertainments at which we are passive spectators such as TV, movies, shows, parties, games.  We're like the child with the short attention span who always has to try something new.  Or we're always with people but it is a shallow type of association where we look to be distracted and amused.  Being with a lot of people is no cure for loneliness.  (This is not to mention the more deadly escapisms: drugs, alcohol, sex)  We have to address and cure ourselves from our independent individualism and turn toward intimacy and belonging, if we are to be our real selves. 

	We were created in the image of God.  We are happy with that thought and quite uplifted by it but we don't really listen to the actual words of revelation.  Genesis says: "God said, `let US make man in OUR own image, in the likeness of OURSELVES, and let THEM be masters of the fish of the sea, the birds of heaven, the cattle, all the wild beasts and all the reptiles that crawl upon the earth'.  God created man in the image of himself, in the image of God he created him, male and female he created them."  Isn't it interesting that God uses the plural to describe both God and man/woman?  But we hear it as singular for both.  Then we get into all the hassles about God being as much female as male instead of seeing that it is not our individuality which most reflects God but our intimate interaction with one another.  God is not isolated person but persons in relationship.

	When intimately belonging to another, loving and being loved, we truly are most in God's image.  As individuals we can mirror one of God's attributes, but the inner nature of the Trinity, the essential nature of God we can only do in loving intimacy.  That, most obviously, applies particularly to Matrimony and the couple relationship.  It also is expressed in lesser, but, nonetheless, real terms by the intimacy of friendship.  It is interesting to note that the trap which we have fallen into about individualism was one which caught the author of Genesis as well.  When he is quoting God directly, he makes the pronouns plural: us, our, ourselves, them.  When he finishes with God speaking, the author returns to the singular: himself, he, him.  He is just like us.  God, as usual, had it right.

	We are accustomed to say that God is love.  Too often this comes across as a sentiment on a Valentine's card.  Or it can mean His generous goodness, that is, the love of benevolence.  Without doubt God is filled with benevolence toward us.  He does wonderful things for us, all the time.  But that is not the love which defines God.  God's essential love is the love of intimacy.  After all Father, Son and Holy Spirit don't do anything for one another.  They don't need anything.  Their mutual love is that of total personal presence and responsiveness to each other; the love of intimacy.  Furthermore, intimacy is the prime love God offers to us, His children.  Sure, He loves doing things for us, but what He most wants is to be close to us and have us close to Him.  We tend to think we are most pleasing to God and most imaging Him when we are doing good things for others.  Of course, that pleases Him, but His highest ambition, for our own sake and the accurate revelation of Him through us, is a life of intimate personal relationships, in marriage, family and friendship, with and through the Community of the Faithful.  So if we are images of God, and we are, then our inner nature, our self definition is best expressed in terms of belonging and intimacy, total personal presence to those we love.


					FAIRNESS


	The second American icon is fairness.  Again, in national affairs, both external and internal, fairness is an essential quality.  Justice for all is a phrase ringing with truth.  The national institutions can do no better than to strive to achieve fairness, which remains a constant struggle.  However, in personal relationship fairness does not have this priority.  It has value, but other qualities take precedence.  In a massive society such as ours, objectivity must hold sway.  The laws must be applied equally to all and for all.  There cannot be any exceptions or favors for anyone.

	In family and friendship relationships, fairness is not a good measurement.  Wise parents realize they cannot treat each child exactly alike.  Fairness in such a case would be unfair.  One child could need more attention, while another might need more touching, another more structure and discipline, while another requires looser reins and more encouragement.  The same factors can occur in a friendship.  It can't always be an equal exchange.  One party might, for a period of time, need to be more on the receiving end.  It's interesting to note that the only time family members or friends plead for fairness is when they don't feel loved.  When we experience being loved, we never question whether it is fair or not.  In love, I'm always receiving more than my fair share.  I am not disturbed about that, nor do I demand things be evened out.  When fairness is predominant, we make friendship a trade off rather than a true relationship.  We are saying that I'll do as much for you as you do for me.  Instead of looking intently at one another and drawing closer, we have one eye cocked at some external norm which helps us to evaluate whether it is a square deal.

	We might look at the Parable which described the owner of the vineyard hiring workers at different times of the day, and then, giving each the same pay.  We Americans have a difficult time with that story.  It doesn't seem fair that one who worked only a couple of hours received the same salary as those who worked all day.  Actually, the early workers received a fair day's pay, the amount they had agreed to in the beginning.  They complained about the owner's generosity to the latecomers.  When we insist rigidly on the fairness standard, we eliminate generosity.

	As with independence, we transfer a real virtue in the public order to the personal, where it doesn't fit.  We are not implying a true friendship is deliberately and consciously unfair.  We are saying that, in a true friendship, fairness should not be relevant.  Our relationship is not even, based on give and take.  It is unmeasured giving on both parties part.


					PRIVACY


	The third American commandment is privacy.  As long as I can wave the flag of privacy, I am allowed in our country to engage in any conduct I find suitable short of intruding on someone else's privacy.  In contrast to independence and fairness, this is not an absolute good in the public order and is a major problem in the personal.  In the political sphere we often forced to pass Sunshine Laws so as to know what is going on in civic affairs.  In personal dealings, we still rigidly hold onto our privacy.  In personal relationships, the desire for privacy covers up fear.  If I don't share in a particular area with my spouse, then he/she will not find my weaknesses there.  I hide my nakedness.  Both independence and fairness are vital for a free and healthy nation.  The national institutions need to follow these principles in order to carry out their mandate to be of service to the citizens.  We cannot have a nation which truly offers an environment helpful for the populace's pursuit of happiness without them.  That is not true in the personal realm.

	Privacy, however, is more problematic, even on the institutional and civic level.  When actions are secretly conducted by people who are of a common mind and no one else is involved, they can have a detrimental effect on the character and well being of the nation.  While their actions might not be carried out in public, the participants mingle in daily life with the rest of us and bring with them the frames of mind and the principles which cause them to act the way they do.  They bring them into the voting booths, the work place, the neighborhoods, and Churches.  A specific example is anti-semitism or racism.  They repeat their poisonous jokes and spread their stereotypes among like minded individuals.  They bring this cancer in their minds and hearts with them wherever they go.  It influences their decisions, whom they hire, with whom they associate and with whom they allow their children to associate.  Their mentality breaks down the fabric of our society.

	The general attitude toward sex in our society is that anything goes between consenting adults and that it is impossible to lead a life of any meaning, without regular and frequent sex.  Such an attitude communicates itself to our young, and we have teen age babies having sex.  People in this country might be upset by teens becoming pregnant, but not by them having sex.  So they want to offer contraceptives in the schools.

	The main point is the carryover effect of privacy in our society as it impacts our personal relationships.  As long as we reserve parts of ourselves as private and certain ways of acting as no one's business but my own, then we are not prepared to enter into a truly belonging relationship.  If we are to be real friends, not acquaintances or leisure time companions, our whole life experience has to be part of that friendship.  This rubs against our grain because we are so imbued with the absolute sacredness of privacy.  We are so brainwashed with privacy that we even carry it into marriage and family life.  In this day and age, we are finally beginning to awake to the fact that the husband who conceals the financial affairs of the family from his wife is acting cruelly.  Nonetheless, we still hear it said that it is legitimate, if necessary, to keep some secrets from one's spouse.  That, of course, breaks down the bond between them.

	In its very nature, the exercise of privacy in a love relationship is a breach of intimacy whether that relationship is marriage, family or two best friends.  It shows a lack of trust and respect and is often indicative of my engaging in conduct (not necessarily bad in itself) which is not a positive influence on our relationship.  We are saying that what I want to do or whom I want to see, or what I want to believe or how I want to spend my money is more important to me than my relationship with my best friend or spouse or family member.  We would like to deny it and put the blame on the other and say: "If only she would be reasonable or if only he didn't overreact I wouldn't demand my privacy rights".

	It is a bad sign when a teenager dates by sneaking around, not telling the parents because of fear of their disapproval.  The parents might not be right, they may be too strict or their economic and class prejudices might get in the way.  But the effect on the young couple and their relationship with one another is devastating.  A relationship founded on dishonesty is bound to become dishonest itself.


				MIDDLE CLASS


	The overriding style of life to which we have become committed is middle class.  That is the Garden of Eden for all, except the very rich.  The actual practice of middle class is not as important as the mind set the practice carries with it.  This has become THE way to live, which results in enormous social and economic pressures, draining  us of our energy and our very personhood.  We have very little left over to put into family, much less friendship.  We are so busy making a living that we don't have time to live.  Thru advertising and keeping up with the Jones we are led to turn wants into needs.  Money and possessions determine success.  It is often hard to see ourselves in this picture because we perceive ourselves as just barely keeping our heads above water.  That is because we have jumped into the deep end of the pool instead of the shallow end.  Also we compare ourselves to the obviously excessive and greedy and come out looking good.  This common poor mouthing is a real spiritual poverty.  We will never appreciate God's goodness until we are truly thankful for what we have.

	The value system of the middle class mentality most concerns us.  Whether we have a lot of money or a little, we have entered into a whole way of being which is inimical to intimate relationships.  Because we have the money, adult family members don't live together.  For example, parents don't live with their children, until they become decrepit.  We would never think, except in emergencies of having an unmarried brother and sister live with us.  The result is the only intimacy available is in marriage.  So people enter marriage out of desperation.

	We have coined a beautiful slogan to explain and excuse our abandonment of our blood family: "Two women can't live in the same kitchen."  Are women intrinsically evil?  If that were so, any man who marries should be instantaneously canonized.  That's ridiculous.  What it does mean is that two women can't live in the same kitchen and have one run it.  We want an exclusive.  We want our independence and privacy.  Those middle class canons can only be questioned, much less contradicted, at the speaker's peril.

	Middle class people are not supposed to turn to other people for help in their private affairs.  They are supposed to be able to handle things themselves, except in case of some overwhelming tragedy.  One of the best ways to bond to one another as friends is to do things for one another.  The opportunities are sharply limited by this mind set.  We are forced to establish: "I don't need you and don't want to need you.  I am self sufficient."

	Much of the middle class mindset is bound up in money: getting the right house, furnishing it, saving for the kids' education, making sure the kids have every thing the neighbor's children have, refurnishing the house, remodeling it, putting in a bathroom, redoing a kitchen which is underutilized, saving for a rainy day, planning for our old age.  It is never ceasing.  This has become so pervasive that our young people going out on their first permanent job interviews are extremely interested in the pension plan.  In such circumstances, it is hard for a family not to be dominated by what they can or cannot afford and what they want to be able to afford.  Sometimes family landmarks seem marked by the purchase of a possession.  Maybe in the front of our Bibles instead of listing the family births, baptisms, First Communions, marriages and deaths we could enter the twenty four inch screen, the BMW, the third bathroom, etc.  Our material wish list keeps expanding.  As soon as one is crossed off we add two more.  We become sated.  There is nothing that we truly need.  When our lives are tied up in financial worries and anxieties, there is little of the personal left.


				CHOOSING FRIENDS


	Without doubt, the biggest decision anyone makes in their life is whom they marry.  That is so absolute and all encompassing that it takes great thought and consideration.  My choice effects the whole of my life and all the rest of my decisions.  It also will obviously strongly impact on the children I have.  We give less consideration to this, but my selection of mate will also impact my blood family.  My spouse can lead me deeper into relationship with my mother and father, brothers and sisters, or lead me away from them.  My spouse will effect, for good or for ill, my life with God.  In fact, no areas of my life are left untouched by my decision concerning whom to marry.  Even my career and profession will be enhanced or impeded.

	Very few, would quarrel with the above statements.  Now the next question is: "What is the next most far reaching decision to make?".  Other than deciding to have children, what would it be?  Here we could have a divergence of views.  Some might say the type of job and where I work; others would offer the purchase of a home or choice of a city to live in are the most significant decisions.  Another decision, even more important, is the choice of friends.

	It would be fair to say, most people bypass this decision or leave it to chance.  It is not usually a carefully planned and thought out decision.  We figure we can meet compatible people anywhere.  That is true.  There are compatible people all over, but that has nothing to do with friends, in the full sense of that word.  If we had the same attitude toward finding a marriage partner that we have in identifying a potential friend, the crisis of marriage today would be even worse than it is.  Compatibility is easy to come across, so is pleasantness and even goodness but the formation of a true and abiding friendship calls for much more attention and effort than would be needed to find someone whose company I enjoy.

	Take for example, the purchase of our home.  How do we go about it?  Usually we tell a real estate agent our price range, then trek around looking at places until we find a house we like, which is convenient for work.  If we have children, we make some inquiries about the school district.  We note whether the houses around seem well kept, and whether there are shops in the immediate vicinity.  If smart, we employ competent trades people to look at the roof, plumbing, wiring, septic tank, etc.  Would we ever think of interviewing the neighbors?  After all, we will live in close proximity to them for some years.  Our children will play with theirs.  We will probably socialize with them, to some extent.  Do we usually know anything about our neighbors before we move in, other than that they look like pleasant people and take good care of their lawns?  But how will you teach your children about the sanctity of life or speak up for it yourself, if the nice lady down the block works in an abortion clinic and gives your children cookies?  You probably will water it down by saying something like: "Well, abortion is wrong for us.".

	Or suppose the man across the street runs a business which exploits the poor, but he seems a pleasant enough fellow and wants to toss a ball around with your children.  How will you imbue in your children the sanctity of marriage, if the woman around the corner is on her fourth husband?  We excuse all this on the basis it is a pluralistic society, and the kids will have to get used to it.  But we wouldn't move into a polluted neighborhood, saying: "There are bugs and diseases everywhere, and this will build up their resistance.".  It is not merely the effect on the kids.  It impacts on us as well.  At the very least, we become silenced in our convictions, if not shaky about them.  Even more significantly, the neighbors make the neighborhood, not the houses.   We are buying a pig in a poke with our present method of purchasing a house.  It would be far better to find the persons we wanted to live beside in order to become very close friends and compromise on the house, than to choose the right house and make do with the neighbors.

	We can say our closest friends don't have to live right beside us.  But that depends on how close we want to be.  If friends are simply for recreational purposes, that explanation is right on target.  If we want a real relationship, then physical proximity is of great importance.  It will be much easier to be in and out of each others' houses.  We will be much more involved with what ever is happening in their lives, as soon as it happens.  We'll be choosing a home right from the start instead of choosing a house, we hope to turn into a home.  Granted this idea seems strange because it is not the way we, or anyone we know, is accustomed to operate.  That fact does not negate the validity of the idea.  It all comes down to our priorities.  Please don't hide behind the excuse: "It's too late now.  If we had heard this when we were buying our house, we might have done it that way.".  If we were to hear of a house right now which suited us to a T, was in the right price range and was so much better than the one we are now in and we could sell your house for a big profit, would we take advantage of that deal?  That is why I say it is a matter of priorities.

	The concern here is the risk.  It is a big commitment.  Suppose the friendship falters.  That was an even bigger risk which we took in getting married and having children.  Of course, we have to investigate, ponder and pray to make sure the risk is reasonable.  We need to be assured the other parties feel the same way and will not pull up stakes in a year or two and leave us high and dry.  This is a most important decision.  It calls for serious consideration and effort.  But we will not have the kind of friends the Lord wants for us and that our children need, without this kind of effort.  Otherwise, we will stay on the level of recreational friendships.  Such a physical move is not suggested as the only way to establish these kinds of friendships but we will have to invest in that level of serious investigation and decision making.  But, it could be asked: "If we'd move for a job, what is so extreme about moving for a friend?".

	How often are our friends in our homes?  Is is more of less restricted to invitation only affairs?  We may see each other every week, but it is arranged.  The only other times we enter a home is to pick up a child or run an errand.  Part of real friendship is to visit each other's houses spontaneously.  Part of the problem may be that we don't live close enough to one another to do that.  A larger reason is that it is simply not done very much these days.  We're too busy and it is not considered proper social conduct.  We like to consider our get togethers informal because we are in casual clothes, and the atmosphere is laid back.  But it is formal in the sense that it is predetermined and arranged.  Friendship needs more spontaneity.  Also we need more frequent contact with one another.  That is why we talked above about the significance of geography to friendship, and that it was important to pick our house next to where our friends lived.


			FRIENDS INFLUENCE US


	Our friends define us.  If our friends are into careers then so are we.  There may be differences in how we express this but it is our orientation, otherwise we wouldn't find them attractive enough to be friends.  If our friends are into sports, shopping, religion, culture, travelling, then that is where our heart lies.  Tell me who your friends are and I will tell you the kind of person you are.  That is not to say we will do everything they do.  Our friends do reveal, though, our basic focus on life.

	We could carry that to the point of saying: "Tell me what your friends are looking for in their marriages and I'll tell you what you are looking for in your own.".  I am talking about the inner circle, our closest friends.  If the women are very critical of their husbands, it will be very hard for a wife not to join in at least interiorly.  If the men are disrespectful toward their wives, passing teasing comments with a barb, the temptation for the husband to imitate them, will be very strong.  It works just as effectively from the positive perspective also.  If friends are very serious about a good marriage, trying to improve the quality of their relationship, it will encourage us to be even more generous in our own marriage.  If friends share what worked for them we will have new ideas to work on for ourselves.

	So it would be fair to ask: "Have we chosen our friends in order to improve the quality of our marriage?".  After all, our love for each other is the most precious thing we have on this earth.  Anything we can do to enhance it should be more than worthwhile.  Good friends, enthusiastic about their own marriages, will also be enthusiastic about ours and will help us to become even more eager to put the most into our love.  We are aware, in the Church, that the best people to minister to the divorced, the alcoholic, the drug addict, the hurting is one going thru the same thing.  Why is that insight only applied by the institutional Church?  Why cannot the people in the pews do the same?  Why does it only have an attraction for the troubled?  Instead of using peer ministry only to help us out of trouble, why can't good couples use friends to achieve greatness in their love?  Friends can be invaluable in this regard.

	But we have to choose them precisely for that purpose.  We can't choose friends willy-nilly.  We can't merely say: "As long as they are not a cause of friction between us, then that is no problem and they are enjoyable.".  We're missing the positive.  It should not be what they don't do but what they do which counts.  Consider the people who now come into your home.  What do they do for your marriage?  Suppose they were to die, leave town or cease being friends, what would be the effect on your love for one another?  Are they a positive influence and to what degree?  In all probability, the honest answer for most of them would be that they have a neutral effect.  This is not to condemn them.  They've never been asked to be more.  They probably think that any efforts on their part would be looked upon as intruding.

	So give them permission.  We can tell them how important our marriage is to us, how much we love and respect them, and want them to help us to be a better husband/wife..  It might shock them at first because this is a level of intimacy not yet approached.  But if truly friends of ours, they will be flattered and eager to support us in our ambition.  It will also encourage them to have greater urgency for their own marriage.  Because we haven't been that open, unless there is a problem, they might at first believe we were having difficulties.  Reassure them that the opposite is the case.  Because we are doing so well, we see there is more and we want all there is for the two of us.  We are seeking their inspiration and support.

	In our evaluation of our friends we might become aware that one or other sometimes leaves us with a sour taste in our mouth toward marriage because of the comments they make or the attitude they have.  It may not be all that person's fault.  They may have been talking that way because a certain cynicism about marriage and men and women is a common way of speaking.  Or we might have encouraged that line of approach.  Gently and with love, go to that person or couple and explain this has to stop.  Something in that person's own marriage might foster the negativity.  Offer to help.  In any case, make it very clear we look for total support and encouragement.  The downplaying is to cease.  There is the danger of losing an acquaintance but the lessening or lack of growth such an attitude calls forth in the marriage is the greater danger.

	Sometimes friends have all the best intentions in the world but are more harmful than helpful.  A wife should instruct her women friends that whenever she complains about her husband, the best way they can respond is by being on her husband's side.  She's not on her game, right at that moment.  She's hurt or upset.  She doesn't need them to feed her anger.  Besides, she can only see one side right now.  She needs a loving friend to put things in perspective.  A real friend will not give her ammunition to use to retaliate or get her way.

	A husband should ask his men friends not to pass wise guy comments about what women are like, when he is out of sorts with his wife.  Rather a true friend, who knows them both, should remind him of her good qualities, and how much she counts on him to love her.  This should be done non-critically, but firmly.  The husband should be told that he is not his real self.  The friend is calling him back to his love.  Too often friends do the opposite and turn a minor skirmish into a more serious matter.  Furthermore, it will be good for the friends' marriages.  As they speak to him, they will be reminded of some of the things they should be doing for their own wives.

	Mistakenly, friends, often, line up by sexes.  The women take the wife's side, and the men either take the husband's side or stay out of it.  As friends, they should be on the side of the marriage.  That is in the best interests of both.  Of course, I not only have to evaluate how my friends are with me, in supporting my marriage or in not supporting it, I have to ask myself the same question.  When my friends have been with me do they go home more in love with their wife/husband, the same or less?  If they talk to me about some difference with their spouse, whose side am I on?  It is always best to take the side of the absent partner.  That way I am on the side of the marriage which is where I ought to be.

	Often out of the goodness of my heart and the compassion I have for the person I am with, I forget the marriage and just face the person.  That is a big mistake.  Also, we can have sexual prejudices which cause us to be blind.  If we are women, we have a tendency to take the wife's side.  Men act the same way or worse.  They back off, refusing to become involved.  Or we bring the problems of our own marriage into the advice we give our friend.  If my friend brings up the same gripe I have with my wife/husband, I am hardly a neutral observer and most unlikely to be dispassionate.


			FRIENDS ARE A CHOICE


	In this question of friendship, we have to start with ourselves.  How much of a priority is true friendship with me?  That can be a difficult question to answer accurately.  We are not dishonest, but our formation in this matter has been poor.  Most of us would consider friendship important but would likely define friends as people with whom we spend our time and have fun.  The typical mental image which occurs when the topic of friendship arises, is that of parties and get togethers.  As we have described above, we are addressing something much more significant.  We are talking about a deep and lasting relationship, which enters into our very self definition.

	Thinking of such friendship can be a bit scary.  That is natural and good.  Anything of great import should cause that reaction.  We felt the same way about marriage or having a child.  We often turn away from having a child or keep postponing it because we know this would substantially change our lives.  Our independence would be impeded.  The responsibility is overwhelming, and many times we don't feel up to it.  We could be reluctant because we are up to our ears already.  Also, the energy and emotional investment will be demanding.  Furthermore, there are few role models of this type of friendship to attract and inspire us.  So we would be breaking completely new ground and we don't see ourselves as pioneers.  Also, because so few people are doing this, the attractiveness is more of an ideal than a perceived reality.

	We are not completely convinced that others would be open to such an intense relationship, especially among our circle of acquaintances.  We shouldn't undersell them.  They may well be in the same position we are, waiting for the other to make the first move.  We remember how it was in our dating days when both boy and girl were interested in one another but were convinced the other party couldn't feel the same.  Someone has to break the ice.  However, in all honesty, it must be admitted that in some cases such an evaluation could be true.  Maybe, in my crowd there really are none who want to go further in friendship than they already have.  This could happen because we haven't been looking for such a relationship.  All of us chose each other as friends because we get along well together.  That was as far as it went and some are content to leave it that way.

	Again we could compare it with dating.  We go through a period when we don't want to get serious.  We're not looking to get married; we just want to have fun.  Sure, we want to be with someone to whom we are attracted and compatible.  But our primary interest is in getting out of the house and enjoying ourselves.  When we do decide it is time to become serious and settle down, our attitudes are entirely different.  We look for different types of partners.  We examine their values and qualities much more sharply.  While we still want to have fun, we are more interested in the future.  Does he/she wear well?  The interior rather than the exterior arises more in the forefront of our search.  We might find such a person among the ones we have been dating, or the crowd with whom we hang around.  Often, though, we have to change the places to which we go and the people we meet in order to discover someone who fits into my new way of thinking.  The dates I had were not bad but what attracted me to them is not what I am looking for now.  My goals have changed.  Before fun was the most important thing, now it is different.  Unless I see that same difference in some of my present companions, I have to look elsewhere.  The same applies in this case.  I might have to broaden my circle.  It has not been formed with this in mind.  Hopefully, some of my present friends feel the same yearning I have to be more for one another.  If there aren't, I will  have to look elsewhere.  The way to discover when we have reached that point is whether our present friends draw more out of us, in our marriage, parenting, faith.  Do they give us ambition for more?

	This is hard.  First of all, we don't want to give up our old friends.  They have been good to us, and we have enjoyed their company.  There doesn't have to be an abrupt ending.  Again, recall our dating pattern.  We still saw our old friends but gradually there was a weaning away, as both sides pursued their diverse interests.

	Another source of reluctance is the anxiety about the thought of starting all over again.  That's there.  We humans are funny creatures.  In so many ways, we are still teenagers.  We have the same social worries, fears and sense of inadequacy.  We see it in our adolescent children and know the answers for them, but don't apply this to ourselves.  We have to make the decision and then carry it out.  We can't procrastinate and think: "Will I or won't I?".  Not making a decision is a decision.

	There is also the problem of the husband and wife who do not seek the same type of friends.  One spouse may look for peacemakers, while the other looks for those who challenge.  One is choosy, while the other is not.  This is an area the two of them should address.  They have to come to unity on this.

	Have you ever thought of searching for new and deeper friends in Church?  That would be a wonderful place to look, far better that just picking them up where we find them.  Isn't it true, when we go to Mass, we, at least occasionally, comment to one another about some people we notice in Church?  We say things like: "What a lovely family or that seems to be such a devout woman or that couple seem very much in love with one another."?  That is the Lord's signal that he wants us to get to know that person.  Try to meet them outside the Church after Mass or if you miss them sit near them next Sunday so you can get to them at the kiss of peace and invite them back for coffee at home.  They might become good friends.  Church is supposed to enrich our lives.  What better way than by bringing good people to us?


				MYSELF AS A FRIEND


	It is important to look at myself in this process of deciding to establish deeper friendships.  What kind of a friend would I be?  What do I have to offer?  We have to be very honest in our self evaluation.  Authenticity and sincerity are called for here.  In other words, we have to surface in our minds our good qualities.  This is not false or cosmetic.  It is actually a lot easier to identify and accept our faults than our virtues.  Each of us has many more good points than bad ones.  But we have to bring up the qualities we have, to take possession of them, and really believe we are that way.  We have a double standard when it comes to virtues and defects.  If I ever fall into a fault I consider it to be one of my bad points while a virtue has to be always present for me to put it on my credit side.  That is deception and self delusion.  We have to accept our good points just as fully as we recognize what we have to correct.  If we don't, they will not be as full a part of our life as they could be and we will always be down on ourselves.

	One of our greatest assets is the person we married.  After all, we chose that person so it says a great deal about our values, and what we consider important.  We are talking here about choosing friends to help us be a better couple so our spouse is very much involved.  Whatever virtues our husband/wife has are a strong part of what we bring as a friend.  That's one of the wonderful things about marriage.  Whatever one has, the other has.  Why should that only apply to money or standard of living?  Think about all the goodness the two of you have as persons and as a couple.  Revel in that goodness.  Bathe yourself in the two of you.  Think of what a gift we will be to the friends we choose.  It is important to do this because it will give us confidence to reach out and form real friendships.  Besides, it is true and we don't think this way often.  If someone were to ask us to make a list of our resources, it would probably include bank accounts, equity in the house, salaries and investments.  We might also enumerate education, job experience and marketable skills.  This type of reaction is part of our middle class upbringing.

	Actually, our greatest assets, especially for friendship, are our personal qualities and our love for one another.  In those we are rich.  We should ask ourselves, what does my spouse do that helps me be a better friend?  Maybe, I am hypersensitive and tend to be hurt easily by my friends, while my spouse is able to ease my hurt and help me not to lash back or withdraw.  Possibly he is more laid back, or she is more understanding; he has more of a sense of humor, she is more insightful as to what people go thru; he is less concerned about appearances, she is more fun.  See what my spouse brings to our friends and try to inculcate some of that quality into myself.  Sometimes spouses know the gift their partner brings and quite appreciate how it smooths off some of their own rough edges.  They figure he evens things off, she balances him out.  Instead we should learn from one another and draw richness from each other.  One can be the person who makes the friends, while the other keeps them.  One is good at meeting strangers, loves to seek the truth, face into new challenges, while the other likes to smell the roses with friends.


					TIME

	Having established all we have to give and building up a desire to bring all that goodness to others, then evaluate the biggest barrier in our lives to true friendship.  The first thing that pops to everyone's mind is time.  Without question, we are busy people.  We have made ourselves that way.  Our days are crowded with chores, activities, events most of which concern themselves with the children.  In our minds, they are forced upon us, we have no choice.  We have no time to breathe!  If our great grandmother or grandfather were to return from heaven we would have a difficult time persuading them of our picture of ourselves.  Can you imagine Grandma's reaction to our busyness.  She lived a life in which every Monday was wash day.  That was all day.  Tuesday was ironing day, the whole day.  Wednesday was clean the house from top to bottom.  It went on and on.  In addition there was at least three or four hours of cooking each day, plus the shopping, etc., etc.  Grandpa would laugh and show you his time card from work with twelve to fourteen hour days six days a week.

	The point of bringing them up is not to tell us that we have it so good or that we have all sorts of time on our hands.  We don't.  However, they had no choice, we do.  What they were doing was absolutely necessary.  We are every bit as busy as they were.  Our hours are filled from the time we get up in the morning until we fall exhausted into bed at night.  The difference is that many of our activities are self inflicted..  We find that hard to believe.  In the examples offered to prove that point, we are not saying the decisions were wrong.  We are stating they were decisions we freely made.  We have chosen where we live.  That choice brings with it commuting time.  It also entails driving time for our children's activities, unless we chose a house within walking distance.  Note we are not saying it was the wrong choice but it was a choice implicitly about time.

	We spend a great deal of money on convenience items, such as food and clothing, extra cars etc.  One major motivation for such purchases is that they save us time.  We don't, consider the time it costs to earn the extra money to be able to afford these items.  Many wives work.  Often it is a necessity.  However, in many cases, it is because they are bored around the house and need to be active, or because they want the extras for their children.  Understandable reasons but a decision which effects time.  All sorts of chores get postponed to the weekend which then becomes rushed.  A large part of a woman's day is spent chauffeuring children here, there and everywhere.  We can argue about the value to the family of these activities but a deliberate decision has been made concerning this.  Sure, there is social pressure but it is not the absolute necessity for survival of our great grandparents day.

	We have not mentioned the time factor connected with the type of jobs we have taken on to maintain our standard of living.  It seems that we automatically use our talents and education to do what will earn more.  The decision could go the other way.  I could decide to take a lesser job with fewer demands and shorter hours for less pay.  Not saying I have to, but I could.  The point of this is simply to take us out of our helplessness about time.  We may not change a thing but at least we know we have the power and opportunity to do so.  The way of life, in which most of us have immersed ourselves, is immensely time consuming.  There are other ways of life within our reach.  It is our choice.

	It is also interesting to consider that recent studies have discovered that people with large families are more generous in reaching out to help others and spending time in doing so than those with one or two children.  We would think it would be the other way around.  It would appear a large family is so time consuming that there would be no time left over.  Those with a couple of children should be better in a position to help others.  Of course, there are other factors involved here having to do with values and life style but, nonetheless, large families do find the time.  It is important to say this is a general observation, not universally applicable to each and every family, large or small, but it is a general pattern.  It is a modern verification of the saying: "If you want to get something done, ask a busy person".

	Time also is a matter of desire.  I can always find the time to do what I want.  If it means enough to me, I can move my schedule around and make enough adaptations, so as not to lose what is important to me.  So I have to desire intimate friendship.  Then I'll find the time for it.  Time is where my heart lies.


			BUILDING CLOSENESS


	There are internal resistances to deep friendship which mainly center upon vulnerability and privacy.  We often want to go just so far with a friend.  While we may recognize nothing is more precious than a friend, we may also not be totally sold on such closeness.  We would much rather turn it on or off depending on our mood of the moment.  We prefer to keep our options open and not make that sort of commitment.

	Friendship is not static.  It doesn't stay where it is.  It either ebbs or flows.  We can't merely proceed on past momentum.  We must keep feeding the relationship so that our closeness is nurtured and strengthened.  A very good way to do this is to have a memory night with our friends.  Sit around together and swap stories about how you met, your first impressions of one another, what you did together which built your friendship, what have been the high points of your friendship, what qualities you most admire in each person there, how your life has been changed because of each of them, the most recent moment of closeness, and what you're looking forward to together in the future.  This can be an incredibly warm evening which will celebrate all you have been to one another and lay a deeper foundation for an even more fulfilling friendship in the future.  Don't be distracted from this once it gets started.  Don't be sidetracked.  Keep the focus all evening on your love history with one another.

	Another good evening would be to have each person tell every one else in the room what they would most miss about them, if they were to move away.  We might have a little difficulty starting this and keeping it on target.  We tend to get squirmy whenever it gets very personal.  One of the ways we react is by being funny.  That is alright and, properly handled, can be a real addition to the deeper sharings.  Someone, in their embarrassment, might mention a humorous memory about one of the participants.  That is fine because it brings a good spirit into the evening.  However, make sure that person then goes on to say something more valuable about the one being addressed.

	Another idea along the same line is to have a time when each of the gathered friends shares what they most wanted the others to understand about themselves so that they would know the real person.  We want some personal quality.  It is not intended to be a gripe session where I spew out my feeling of being misunderstood by this or that other person in the group.  Rather, it is something deep inside about me which is important to me.  "I want you all to understand because you mean so much to me that I would risk sharing it with you."

	Something to help us be better friends is to consider the friends we do have right at this moment.  Take the one to whom we are closest.  Take the one who knows and understands us the best.  Think about what that person would like to change about us.  What is there that he/she finds hard to take, that makes it difficult to be our friend?  If that friend had a fairy godmother, what request would be made in terms of changing us?  The fairy godmother would wave her wand, and we would be different.  Don't duck away from this with some kind of alibi such as: "I know I'm not perfect but I make up for it in other ways, or she's put up with it for so long she's used to it by now, or if you think he's annoyed by my flaw you should see how annoying he is to me when he....".

	We can come to the same awareness of what needs to change in us for our friend's sake by asking ourselves, if we have ever lost a friend.  Then look at why, from the other person's perspective.  This is painful.  It would be simple enough to recall what he or she did to break up the friendship, but that won't be at all helpful to us in our present friendships.  We won't learn at all from that.  Look at what we could have done differently, what we did in the first place or in reaction to the other party which made the relationship unviable.  Then ask how much we have changed and whether we would or could act the same way once again, given the same provocation.  What have we done to inoculate ourselves from repeating the fault?  Then make plans to be different.

	Our children can be a big help in our relations with our friends.  Ask them sometime to describe our friends.  Even play a little game.  Ask them to act out how our friends appear to them.  It is amazing how accurate they are.  Even more revealing will be hearing our own words and descriptions coming back from their mouths.  It can sometimes be embarrassing.  It is so worthwhile, though, to learn our real thoughts about our friends, what we have overlooked or taken for granted.  Give them a chance with this.  It will have the added advantage of letting them be a deeper part of our life and having them more involved with our friends.  The result will be to help us see where we need to change some of our attitudes toward our friends.  

	Sometimes we don't realize how harsh we are toward them.  We are often quite critical without even realizing we are that way until we hear it played back by the kids.  We have to ask ourselves as we hear our criticism being repeated by the children just what those kind of comments do to the level of trust which is supposed to exist between friends.  It certainly doesn't increase or support it.  We think it doesn't mean anything: "We just felt that way for the moment.  Generally, our relationship is good.".  But if the children bring it out, it must have been said rather frequently or with great vehemence.  If that thought and attitude is in them, it not only came from us but remains in us.  There really should be an eleventh commandment: "Thou shalt not criticize those thou love.".


			WHAT IS FRIENDSHIP WORTH


	Another area to look at is the worth of friendship.  What sacrifices would I be willing to make for my friends.  We have already addressed time, which is such a big issue to all of us.  No doubt, great sacrifices are involved there.  But let's take it further to see how valuable such a friendship would be in our eyes.  Remember we are not talking about the kind of relationships which pass for friendships these days but a truly bonding and belonging relationship.  Would you give up a hobby or activity so that you could be with your friends on a regular night of the week?  That would be a real gift.  Usually, we fit our friends into a free night.  None of us have many of those.  The point is not would I do it once, but regularly, even to the extent of giving up the hobby?  Would I change a habit or a personality trait for my friends?  Not just hold it in check, when with them.  That won't work.  But, will I actually make the change?  This is more personal than the hobby or activity.  That is why it is worth considering.  Will I share my real self with my friends or will I keep it on the surface, merely talking about pleasantries?  Friendship can't be real on that level.  At best, it would be companionship or camaraderie.  Will I truly listen and get emotionally involved in the conversations of my friends?

	Here's a big one.  Would I share money with my friends?  We're not talking about lending or borrowing money.  That never seems to work well in a friendship.  The issue is will I give or receive money?  Don't quibble about what the circumstances would be.  Could you ever conceive of yourself doing that, for the sake of friendship?

	Probably the hardest aspect of that question is the receiving.  In being a friend, receiving can lead to breakthroughs in intimacy.  Often our friends want so much to give to us, and we don't know how to accept.  Our desire to stand on our own two feet is so strong that our automatic reaction is to say: "No.".  Not accepting is probably the biggest crime of an independent attitude.  When we don't accept, we take away the other's greatest power, the power to give.  We deny that person's self discovery - the discovery of their assets and talents.  Allowing the other to give can lead to their discovery of their own abundance.

	Another major issue to look at is whether I would move, or not move for the sake of my friends.  In other words, would I seriously consider moving next door to them so we could be closer?  Would they be worth that much to me?  Or would I refuse a promotion if it meant moving away from them?  How about giving a kidney to them or bone marrow?  All these questions and others, which will arise in your own mind, will help you come to an awareness of the value you place on deep friendship.  Most of them are never seriously considered in our present social interaction.  It is important to raise them to realize that we are talking about something entirely different than our customary companionship.

	Here are some further questions along the same line.  Would we get them a job, if they were out of work?  That doesn't mean suggesting what papers to page through for good job offerings, or praying for them, or telling them we heard such and such a company was hiring or taking an interest when they talked about their search and sympathizing with them but actually going out and doing the searching for them, to add to their own efforts.  Would we look for a job for them the way we would do for ourselves?  It means hiring them ourselves for a job for which they are qualified, if we have that power.  Giving them top priority on our list.  We could call someone who owes us a favor or any of the other things we would do to get a job.  We all know how important a job is to the individual and the whole family, not merely from the perspective of the money but in regards to self image and morale.  To summarize: would we pull out all stops or would we be just a sideline rooter no matter how enthusiastic.

	Would we start a business together?  This is an even bigger challenge than giving a job, since in hiring, I keep control.  In a partnership, we are equals.  We sink or swim together.

	The examples mentioned above are biggies.  In some ways, they are easier to handle than the day to day acts of friendship.  I can find the time to visit a friend who is desperately sick but can I discover enough interest when they just want to talk?  It is easier for us to give fifty dollars once than to give one dollar fifty times.  That is probably because we don't have to be as involved.  We do it, get over whatever emotional strain is involved and then move on.

	Would you baby-sit for them?  This sounds like an easy one.  It's a rare person who wouldn't say yes to that even for an acquaintance, much less a friend.  OK, here comes the kicker.  Would you baby-sit without expecting them to return the favor and for how long?  When will you pull the plug and say: "I've done enough.  I've baby sat for them twelve or five or twenty or two times and they haven't done that for me once.  It's not fair.".  In other words, we tend not to give gifts to our friends, we make trades.  Another question along the same lines is that, if our friends had a sick mother who needed a lot of care, let's say she was senile or paralyzed, how much would we get involved in her care?  We're not merely saying would we occasionally be with her so that our friend could go shopping or do something else for a change but would we really make ourselves part of her care so that it was a shared experience.

	Would we put our skills at their disposal?  Let's say we are good with wood or are handy with tools or are very musical or artistic, good at prayer, clever at teaching kids to read or are a lawyer, doctor, financial advisor, whatever.  Would we make our gift theirs?  Would it be like the baby sitting?  We would do it to a certain extent as long as we got a return.  Would they feel free to count on our talents as part of their family resources?

	Now here comes the even harder part.  Reverse it.  Where am I with being on the receiving end of these things?  Would I allow them to baby sit for me or take care of my mother without insisting on doing the same for them?  Would I permit them to find a job for me or to use their skills in my home, if I could make no return?  Would I allow them to refuse a promotion so that they could stay with me or to sell their house so that they could move next door to me or give me a kidney?

	The Bible says: "It is more blessed to give than to receive.".  Of course, that is true.  There are times, though, when it takes more real love to be on the receiving end.  It is difficult to be generous.  We have so many needs ourselves it is hard to squeeze out anything extra to give others.  But many people, thanks be to God, find the grace to do that.  Maybe, we could do better, but we do it.  To accept, threatens us.  It attacks our pride.  We have to swallow hard to reach out our hand and allow the other person to fill it.  This is a sign of real love between friends.  There is great trust involved, a confidence that the relationship will still be between peers and I am not putting myself in an inferior position.

	Another gift our friends can give, which we should be willing to receive, is their personal qualities and graces.  It would be a great idea to sit down and write out together what we most admire about our closest friends, their personal qualities and couple qualities.  Put down in great detail not only the general identification of the virtues we have experienced in them but also how they have expressed it and lived it out with us.  This is valuable to do in itself because, while we appreciate our friends and have an over all idea of what is good about them, we haven't been this precise.  Take time on this.  Give in detail their full richness as persons and as a couple. Express what their goodness has meant and spell out your admiration.  It will probably be good, at some future time, to give them what we have written.  It will bring us closer to one another.  We don't often tell our friends what they mean to us.  We are usually not that explicit, either because of our embarrassment or theirs.  But, for the moment, do it just for ourselves.  The more examples of how we personally have experienced their goodness or how we have witnessed their doing good to others, the better this will be.  Our temptation is to short hand this, saying: "I know what I mean.  I'll just put down a word or two, it will remind me enough.".  But things look different than they think.  I will be able to see a fuller dimension and meaning, if it is on paper before me, than if it is only on my mind.

	Once we have it all written down, making sure it is not just the highpoints, start talking over the qualities in our friends we would most like to have for our own sake and that of our love for our spouse.  Talk eagerly about what a difference it would make in our lives and make plans to inculcate those virtues.  Then go to our friends and ask their help in making those qualities part of our life.  They already have been living that way for a number of years, so they will be able to be of great assistance.  This is a perfect example of the value of friends.  We don't often use them to improve the quality of our own lives.  We should.

	We had mentioned above that once we had written all this out and talked it over with one another in order to learn how to improve from our friends, it would be of immense value to share what we had written with those friends.  It would mean so much to them.  We could ask ourselves just how often we compliment our friends.  It is easy enough to shrug it off by saying that they know what we think of them.  That is, no doubt, true but it is mostly implied, not explicitly stated.  It will mean so much more once it is said.  The highest form of prayer is praise of God.  That should be our predominant prayer.  This same insight could well be applied to our friends.  How much do we praise them?  We hide behind embarrassment, theirs and ours.  That condition is definitely not terminal and can be well recovered from, under the circumstances.  This should not be a one shot deal.  It should be the first step in changing the pattern of our friendship.

	Naturally, this is a two way street.  How are we at accepting compliments from our friends?  Are we open and receptive or do we train them by our reactions that such comments are not welcome?  Just as it is essential to our friendship for us to tell our friends of their goodness and what they mean to us so too it is important for us to hear from them what they find attractive about us and why they love us so much.

	As a preparation for deeper friendships, we might talk over with one another who of the two of us is better at being a friend.  Be careful here to make an accurate evaluation because things are not always the way they appear.  The more sociable person is not necessarily the best at friendship.  Sociability is a fine quality, a real asset in a marriage.  It makes the two of you acceptable to others and smooths over rough patches which tend to arise in social situations.  Sometimes, however, the partner less obviously vocal or attractive, at first glance, is the one who holds the friendships together.  That one is the steady Eddie or Edwina, who makes people comfortable and secure.  In all probability, both of you make real contributions in the formation of friendships.  Evaluate what both of you have to give and plan to use those qualities to reinforce each other.


				WHOSE FRIENDS


	It is also important to identify whose friends come into the home.  Sometimes it's the wife's friends and he goes along, with veto power over anyone he might find distasteful.  In which case, she sees that person for lunch or some other time when he is not around.  That is an awful abandonment of responsibility, on his part.  He has placed the whole burden for the hospitality of the home on her shoulders.  That defect is worse than leaving all the food preparations and the decor up to her.

	Friends are an essential part of any family's life.  He should pull his freight.  Too often, the man of the house is more of a passive participant, usually benevolent, than anything else.  He can't be satisfied with merely playing the role of the genial host by serving the drinks.  Does he know the birthdays and anniversaries of his friends and the birthdays of their children, or does he count on his wife to clue him in, before they come?  Is he interested enough in their friends so that he knows about any health or job situation among them, the physical condition of their parents, anything important coming up with their children?  Too often, those homey little details, so essential in the lives of their friends, are put in his wife's hands and absolves himself of any responsibility.

	.  It could happen, that the wife just makes her friends the family friends and has cut his out because they are too loud, or talk too much about things which do not interest her.  She might act this way because that is the way it was in her home and in the homes of most of the people she knows.  For whatever reason and no matter who is primarily responsible, it is unbalanced and not a proper situation for them.  It has to change.  This won't be easy because long term habits have been built.  But no matter what the cost, both have to reverse this.

	In case it is almost exclusively the husband's friends who turn out to be their friends, the first step, as above, is to discover how that has happened, and what it says about their relationship.  Maybe, she satisfies herself with seeing other friends of her own during the day or on he lunch break at work.  But that doesn't change the imbalance in the home.  She gets reduced to chief cook and bottle washer for his friends.

	The best that can come out of either of the two situations is that the passive party becomes friends too.  We shouldn't automatically assume this is the case because the other has not protested very much.  In any case, such a person should become more active.  We can also look at the coupleness of our get togethers.  They may come together and leave together but the situation could be one in which, for the majority of the evening, the women talk with the women and the men with the men.  That doesn't do our coupleness or theirs any good.  It is expected and normal for that to happen.  Both sexes have different interests and ways of communicating what is important to them.  There will have to be compromises made by both parties in order to make it truly a couples' party rather than a stag party in one corner and a hen party in the other.  What really happens then is that she has her friends, and he has his.  Sure, they are all married, but that is not the way they interact.  It is separate friendships happening on the same night and the same locale but we might as well be singles.


			   FRIENDS AND FAITH


	The next point to be raised here is delicate.  I would ask the indulgence of the reader not to jump to an immediate conclusion but to read and ponder over what is to be said and prayerfully consider it.  We have talked a great deal in this booklet about the importance of friends, how carefully we should choose them because they have a significant influence on our life and marriage, the commitment that real friendship calls for and so forth.  There is another aspect of our lives in which friends play, or, at least, should play a large role.  That is the area of faith.  It is not likely to cause much controversy to say that those we associate with most closely, family and intimate friends, have a tremendous impact on our values and our view of life.  Birds of a feather do flock together.  We are most likely to associate with those of similar principles and beliefs.

	A college tried an experiment with its freshmen.  They had a social and observed who ended up talking together.  They found, within a very short period of time, that those who came from similar family backgrounds were drawn to one another, even though they had never met.  They very quickly found those with whom they were comfortable.  It was not physical attractiveness, similar courses, hobbies or interest in the same sport or activity which pulled them together but the kind of family from which they came.

	This is an example of what I will say next.  Tell me who your friends are, and I will tell you how Catholic you are.  This is not to suggest we should not have non-Catholic friends.  It does imply that the preponderance of our friends should be Catholic.  It also says they not only should be Catholic, in name, but in commitment.  Of course, this is only applicable to a person who desires to be fully Catholic.

	It's like a person totally dedicated to his/her marriage.  They will instinctively surround themselves with good married couples.  They probably will have other friends as well, but the core of their friendships will be those whose hopes and dreams match their own.  On the other hand, those who are hum drum about their marriage will be attracted to people who don't make marriage that much of a priority.  They might be great people in themselves but marriage is not central to them.  Such friends are not the cause of the person's disinterest in marriage.  They are not a bad influence.  The person came into the relationship with an already established lack of interest in the marriage.  If someone is very interested in sports, theater, art, physical fitness or wants to be they will deliberately seek out people who are serious about that field.

	When I apply that truism to being Catholic, it seems as clear as the noon day sun.  If I am serious about being Catholic, I will be with Catholics.  I wouldn't hang around with art majors, if interested in physical fitness.  I might have some art major friends.  There may be some art majors into physical fitness but I will be in the spa and work out places, rather than museums.  So my friends reveal my interests.  This does not imply that people with other interests are less.  It simply says whoever my friends are tells me and everyone else, where my heart lies.  They will be the ones with whom I am most comfortable, precisely because they are interested in the same things.

	It is fascinating that people can have no difficulty whatsoever in accepting this as the natural order of things, when it comes to a hobby, a career or a recreation and yet dig in their heels in opposition when it comes to being Catholic.  They see nothing wrong in people of like interests and talents having a natural attraction and bonding with one another, yet resent being called to a special relationship with Catholics.  The words bigotry and narrowness are often spoken.

	Some of this comes from within, in certain cases.  Such people don't want to be "too" Catholic.  They are willing to go to Mass, but don't want to get too involved.  They might have had bad experiences in the past and are protecting themselves against further hurts.  They might have established a lifestyle with which they are quite comfortable and don't wish it to be challenged.  In any case, their choice of friends who may also be Catholics of the same type, is expressive of their desire to hang loose and keep their options open.  They keep religion to the confines of the Church building, for the most part, and then, have their real life.  They are usually very good and sincere people, living decent and hard working lives, while missing the core of being Catholic.

	A major factor which leads people to a rejection of the importance of Catholic friendships, if we want to be fully Catholic, is the whole attitude of the American culture.  The interpretation of the constitutional call for separation of Church and State has been pushed to the limit today.  And it has carried over into personal life.  We not only have separation of Church and State; we also have separation of Church and real life.  Church is Church, and then I'm a citizen like everyone else.  We live in a pluralistic society and the general attitude is that the best way to handle that is by submerging religion.  Actually, the reverse should hold true.  If America is truly a pluralistic society, then by asserting: "I am a Catholic American, I am denying I am part of that pluralism.  I am saying: "I am an American who happens to be Catholic.".  To truly be part of this society I have to assert my being an American Catholic.  American is the adjective not the noun.  My substance is Catholic, my accent is American.

	Even more influential is our commitment to privacy.  Religion is looked upon as a private affair.  We are free to practice any religion we want, in any fashion we prefer, as long as we keep it to ourselves.  Don't bring it into the marketplace, the voting booth, the neighborhood or into friendship.  This is completely antithetical to what being Catholic is all about.  The Catholic faith experience is communal not private.  It is a culture, a lifestyle which should pervade every aspect of how we live, and what we experience.

	Part of our problem is that we make too much of Catholicism and not enough of Catholics in our life.  Catholics create and determine Catholicism, not the other way around.  Catholicism doesn't make Catholics, Catholics do.  Unfortunately, the institutional Church has become identified as the Church instead of what it is, an important and essential part of the Church, a service to us, the Faithful.  

	Being Catholic is like being Jewish.  It is a call to God in, with and through His people.  Our relationship with one another in His Name fulfills His choice of us.  Jesus at the Last Supper prayed: "I pray not only for these (the people who had shared the meal with him) but for those also who through their word will believe in me.".  Notice he didn't pray for those who would one day believe in him.  Of course, he loved them as he does all men and women.  But his prayer at this most solemn time in his life was for those who had a specifically ecclesial belief.  He prayed for those who would believe in a very specific way - through the word of the people of the Church.  In other words, it is not a private faith, but a communal one which was the center of his interest, at that time.  We are called as Catholics to believe in, with and through one another, not privately.

	The practical way to do that is by forming close personal bonds with the best Catholics we know.  By experiencing them in intimate friendship, our faith is formed, molded and deepened.  We can read (and should) all we want about the faith; we can pray and go to all the Masses in the world.  That would be a lovely ambition.  We can read all the papal documents (which would be something different for most of us).  But the essence of our faith experience is our relationship with one another in the Faith Community.  We need the constant exposure to good, solid every day Catholics in the sanctuary of our homes to fully mature in our faith

	However, it is not merely having friends who happen to be Catholic, even when they are very committed.  We must be Catholic with them.  We can look now at our friendships and see how Catholic they are.  Do we pray with them?  Saying grace before meals is a nice custom, certainly to be encouraged, but is hardly the type of thing we are talking about here.  We mean an open raising our minds and hearts to God at some length, (possibly ten minutes or so) with some intensity.  (Of course, this is not to be expected unless we are praying in our own family on a daily basis.  Not just that each family member is a believer and has his/her own form of devotion.  That is quite admirable but there should be family prayer, as well.)  It would help the prayer, if the atmosphere of the home was conducive to it by the presence of religious articles.

	Is Scripture part of our relationship with our friends? After all, this is the Book of our people.  We can never understand what it means to be a member of the Body of Christ without the Bible being central to our consciousness.  Do we ever pray and share the Scriptures with our friends?  How often do we do that and with what depth?

	Then there are the Sacraments.  They, above all, are intended to be communal.  In the Third Eucharistic prayer, it says: "From age to age he gathers a people to himself so that from East to West a perfect offering might be made to the glory of his name.".  The problem is that, on the average Sunday, we are persons gathered, not A PEOPLE.  We have no relationship.  It is a congregation, not a family.  We could make a good start by deciding, as friends, to go to the same Mass every Sunday.  (This can seem impossible or, at least, too burdensome.  Then start with once a month.  Make the first Sunday of the Month - "Close Friends Sunday".)  It would make the Mass so much more personal and meaningful, a shared experience of faith between friends.  That would bond us together in the Lord, the greatest unifier of all.  Yes, it will take rearranging our schedules.  It seems most of us have set in concrete what Mass we attend.  We could make the sacrifice to be with our friends.  Then make a day of it.  Return with them, after Mass, to have breakfast together and enjoy each other's company.  That would bring the Mass home with us away from the confines of the Church building.  That is the purpose of the Mass  Add the power of the Lord to our love for one another.

	Another Sacrament, abused by its disuse, is the Sacrament of Reconciliation.  It would be lovely to participate together as family and friends.  We could meet first to pray together and to prepare and possibly reconcile with each other for any offenses or omissions we may have committed against one another.  Then we proceed to Confession as a group.  It will make this Sacrament warmer and more powerful.  We can share our penances with one another and ask each other for mutual support in eliminating our sins and expanding our virtues.  This would be a tremendous experience for our children, as well as ourselves.

	A special consequence arising out of this practice is that we might be encouraged and enabled to seek forgiveness of our friends, more frequently.  We are good friends and love one another but still fail sometimes and hurt one another.  It often is very hard to say: "I'm sorry.".  So we often do it indirectly, by being specially nice or doing a favor.  Or we do say the words but very stiffly.  They will come easier to our lips, if we experience this Sacrament with one another.  We all recall that terrible statement from the movie "Love Story": "Love is never having to say `I'm sorry'.".  The reverse is the case.  In friendship, when we do reconcile, we not only return to where we were before with one another, but are even closer.  This is another intimacy we will have experienced.

	Healing is an area we are beginning to tentatively approach in the Church.  Yet it is such an important one.  Above all, it is so practical.  It really is a flesh and blood experience which touches us where we really live.  When this subject is raised, we automatically think of physical healing.  That is important, but even more important is interior healing.  The one thing we are definitely not short of in the Catholic Church is hurts of personhood.  All of us have experienced rejection, misunderstanding, lack of forgiveness, injustice in our life time.  Some of these have occurred in our own families, others in our marriage, among friends, from the institutional Church or people in it, on our jobs and from teenage years.

	The Lord loves us too much to want us to endure them for a life time.  He has given the people of the Church through our Sacraments of Baptism and Confirmation the power to act in his name to heal one another.  Did he not say: "You will perform wonders, yes, greater than I.".  We don't exercise that power very often.  We don't expect that to happen to us much less through us.  Have we ever asked ourselves why there were so many miracles in the early Church and why Charismatics have them today?  In both cases it is because they permit them; they want them.  We think only natural means such as doctors and psychologists are available.

	We don't let the Lord operate through us the way he wants to work, for the sake of our brothers and sisters.  If I saw one of my friends with a thorn in her foot, wouldn't I pluck it out for her?  Well, our friends have thorns in their souls because of the sins committed against them in their life time.  Even those raised in the most favorable and blessed of circumstances have those hurts.  We could be doing a great favor for one another.  We shy away because we think we are not worthy.  Of course we are not worthy.  None of us are worthy of the Eucharist either.  The Lord gives us this power anyway.  The point is not our worthiness but our friend's pain.

	Another way we walk away from this is that we trivialize the pain.  We say those things are what everyone goes through.  It's part of life.  It's not as though it was life threatening or something.  But if I had a headache, even a slight one, it would ruin my day.  No, the pain is not life threatening, but it is life discouraging.  A final resistance comes from a sense of inadequacy in not knowing what to do.  Husbands have been frustrating their wives with this one since the Garden of Eden.  How many men have used the ploy of incapability, when it came to fixing faucets or repairing the door lock?  The only way we will learn how to heal is by doing it.  The Bible has given us a good starting point - laying on of hands.  We could have a healing evening among ourselves one night and pray over one another and call forth the power of the Lord to lift the hurts from the hearts of our people.  Wouldn't that be a gift, greater than any we have ever exchanged.

	The point behind all we have been saying is that we not only want to be with Catholics, we want to be fully Catholic with them in order to fulfill our Baptismal vocation.  The Lord doesn't really care how American we are.  He has a fondness for us, as he does for the people of all nations.  Despite the fact that we say America is God's country it really is not so any more than France or Japan or Brazil.  But the Baptized are the Body of His Son and he has a special relationship with us and calls us to a special relationship with one another in order to fulfill his Son's mission on this earth.  We want to be the best Catholics we can be.  That can only be accomplished through intimacy with one another.

	In a very real way, Baptism is a wedding, a marital call to this Community, who have chosen us in His Name.  Just as in marriage, neither party, no matter how good they may personally be, no matter how strong their love, can accomplish the marriage alone.  It takes both of them.  So too, as Catholics, we cannot be Catholics by ourselves.  We need other Catholics to make us Catholic.

	It could be worthwhile to take out a piece of paper and write down a description of yourself as a Catholic. We are not looking for a catechism answer here or a theological definition.  Just describe yourself to yourself as a Catholic.  You can be completely honest.  No one else will see it.  Please do this immediately, before you read what comes next.

	Look over what you have written.  In your description of yourself as Catholic have you mentioned being a member of the Body of Christ?  That is the most important fact about us.  Of course, all the Baptized are such but we are very much part of that.  Secondly, how many other Catholics are in your description of yourself as a Catholic?  Are you the only one?  Did you, for example, put down that you believed this that or the other Catholic doctrine, and that you did this that or the other Catholic ritual?  Then you haven't described a Catholic.  You've described someone who practices Catholicism.  It's not the same.

	If you asked me to describe myself as a Gallagher, and I told you how tall I was, how much I weighed, where I went to school, what degrees I have, what I had done in my life, I wouldn't have described a Gallagher.  I would have described a Chuck.  To describe myself as a Gallagher, I would have to talk about my relationship with my mother, father, aunt sister, niece.  Our problem is that we look at our dealings with the institutional Church instead of our relationship with our fellow Catholics.  We think we can be good Catholics as long as we do enough of the institutional Catholic things and then treat Catholics like we treat everyone else, as long as that is properly.  We don't see ourselves as vocationed to other Catholics.

	To put it most clearly.  Suppose, God forbid, the hydrogen bomb went off and everyone was wiped out.  I was the only survivor.  I would, hopefully, still be a good man; I would still be a believer; I would still be a Christian but I would no longer be a Catholic because there is nobody with whom to be Catholic.  Oh, I'd still believe and do all the Catholic things but what makes me a Catholic is my relationship with my fellow Catholics, in the Lord.  It's the same as when a man's wife dies. He still loves her just as much as he always did, he still believes with all his heart in marriage, but he is no longer married.  He has nobody with whom to be married.

	The Catholic Church is the same way.  There is an essential mutuality about us.  We would say that the success of a married person is not so much determined by belief in the institution of marriage as it is by her/his closeness to the partner and the intimacy they create.  The same is true for us Catholics.  It is our intimacy with and closeness to our fellow Catholics in the Lord which determines how Catholic we are.  That doesn't cut us off from others just as marriage doesn't.  It does establish the priority of our relationship and the level of intimacy to which we are called.

	We are very queasy about this Catholic stuff.  Yet, if this book was addressed to fathers and I were to say a good father is one who loves his children, no one would be likely to object.  They would see that as a perfectly obvious thing to say.  They would not suspect any implication that he should cut himself off from others, that he was not supposed to have a relationship with his brother, a friend or his mother.  It is simply stating what should be very clear.  If he wants to be a good father, he should love his children.

	The same is true for Catholics.  If we want to be good Catholics, we should love Catholics.  Why shouldn't that statement be as obvious and as unperturbing as the one about fathers?  Why should the thought even enter into our minds that this is a call to enter into a ghetto and to withdraw from others?  It simply and positively states we are invited to a special intimacy with Catholics.  That should be a privilege, not a problem.  A man cannot be a true father unless he has kids.  He can be very nice to kids, he can be most paternal in his dealings with them, he might be even better to them than their real father but he is not their father.  So too we can be more Catholic than most Catholics when it comes to knowledge and practice but the core of what makes us Catholic is our bonding with other Catholics.


			FRIENDS ARE FOR THE SAKE OF US


	The friendship we encourage is for the sake of the marriage.  We are recommending you choose friends with the specific purpose of supporting and enhancing your love for one another.  In other words, it is not just friendship for friendship's sake, nor is just one party to the marriage involved in the friendship.  It is unlikely that most of us chose our friends specifically to improve the quality of our marriage.  It is not too late to do so no matter how long we have been married.

	Look around us, especially in our parish, for the best married couples we can discover and begin to develop a friendship with them.  It really shouldn't be that difficult.  If they are that good about their marriage, they will be interested in other people's loves as well.  If we are open enough to be searching like this, that is a good jumping off place to a friendship right there.  Of course, a particular couple might not turn out to be our cup of tea, even though they have a great marriage.  That's ok.  We did that in our dating days.  We went looking for likely prospects and kept searching until we found the right one.  We do the same in looking for friends.  The end result makes the effort all worth while.  What it comes down to is, if we want greatness in anything, surround ourselves with the persons best at what we want to be.  So, if we want a magnificent marriage, find great couples to be friends with.

	Being honest with ourselves, we might say: "Well I want things to be good between us but I don't know about this greatness stuff.  I'll be glad to just improve a little bit.  And it seems like such a commitment, such an effort.".  That's understandable because we really have been taught not to look for too much from our marriages, after the early years.  Also we might be afraid to rock the boat.  Things are alright right now, why take a chance.  That attitude is an even more powerful argument for seeking out friends among the best married couples we know.  They can get us out of the doldrums.  They will help us to be ambitious again and encourage and support us in taking the risk.

	Most of us are ordinary people.  We will not go down in history or make headlines, when we die.  We may be able to leave a few bucks to our children but we are in no competition with Rockefeller.  Yet, at the same time, all of us have a secret yen to be significant.  In the other areas, we don't have the skill, the positioning, the opportunity or the luck to hit it big.  In our marriage, we can be as successful as we want to be.  We can be truly triumphant.  Very few other people may know about our success, but we will know.  More importantly we will have lived it to the full.

	Don't hold back, saying: "Such good couples wouldn't want to form a friendship with us.".  Give them the privilege of making their own determination.  Furthermore, we felt the same way in our teens and young adulthood, when it came to dating.  Didn't we at least sometimes think of all the reasons no one would want to go out with us?  If we had given into that temptation, think of what we would have lost and how our spouse would have missed out.  The variation on the old saying applies here: "If you don't get off your backside, you'll never see what's outside the door.".  We found our love because we didn't pay any attention to that self defeating negative nonsense then.  Do the same now.  It worked then.  Why not today?

	The truth is that we can't be much more than one step ahead or one step behind our friends as a group in the quality of our marriage.  There might be wide gaps between individual couples but the overall level will be much the same.  It only makes good sense to state that.  We wouldn't be compatible with one another, otherwise.  Most good couples want to be better husbands and wives.  But they look within themselves, almost exclusively, to accomplish that desired improvement.  This goes back to what we were saying earlier about privacy.  We are taught to consider marriage a private matter just between the two of us.  That isn't true for any marriage but is especially untrue about the Sacrament of Matrimony.  The quality of our marriages determines the quality of life in the parish more than any other single factor.  Moreover, Matrimony as a Sacrament belongs to the whole Church and not merely to the individual couple wed to one another.  The whole community of the Faithful have a vital stake in the quality of our love for each another.  The less we are to one another, the less believable our sacramentality is.  The more ordinary and normal our marriage, the less we, in the Church, are a leaven in the mass.  The Community of the Faithful needs us to include others, from among our midst, to help us be the most we can be as a Sacramental couple.  Furthermore, our children, no matter what their age, need us to fulfill our potential as lovers.  Their own growth, development and fulfillment is at stake.


				ACCOUNTABILITY


	Marriage today is looked on as the ultimate privacy.  It is supposed to be completely out of bounds for everyone, even family and close friends.  That means the couple, right from the start of their love and throughout their years of love together, are on their own.  They have to start from scratch and build their own private road.  That is ridiculous.  It forces them to bypass all the years of loving experience of the good couples in their life.  We wouldn't do this about a profession.  We would expect a wise young doctor, lawyer, business woman, teacher to turn to mentors.  They would seek the help of friendly co workers to draw upon the richness of their experience in the field.  In that way, they could avoid some of the natural pitfalls and mistakes.  They could learn short cuts, saving time and aggravation.  It would be their job and responsibility but they would not feel it a sign of weakness or an intrusion on their privacy to seek advice, direction, support, fresh ideas.

	The validity of that applies especially to marriage.  Our love path can definitely be eased by those travelling the same road.  Married friends with good relationships can offer a different perspective, new hope and ambition.  It is our marriage but we should not be isolated and apart, especially in the Church.  Remember we didn't make our vows to one another.  We made them to the Community.  The Faithful asked us: "Will you take this woman/man...".  We responded to the Church.  So the people of that Community have a real responsibility to us for the whole of our married life.  The Church does not merely call us to a ceremony to give us a spiritual head start.  Our Sacrament is a life long interplay.  We are called to a sacramental life style which we cannot achieve by ourselves, no matter how successful we may be in loving one another.  Not only will the people of the Church be helpful, we need them, if we are to lead a sacramental life.  This is not merely in the case of trouble.  We can turn to them, if things are going badly for us, for prayer, counselling, marital direction.  It is even more important to look to them for greatness and fulfillment.

	One of the great weaknesses of the American culture, springing from our commitment to independence and privacy as absolutes, is that we are not accountable to anyone for the decisions we make, which determine the pattern of our lives.  The only exceptions to this would be violations of laws, intrusion on someone else's privacy, perceived or actual, doing my job at work.  All the rest of my life is up to me, once I have become an adult.  I am expected to assume full and complete responsibility for everything about me.  I report only to myself.  That is why blood family, if I am living at home, and marriage are so important.  There is real accountability there.

	It happens in the most simple and natural way, in good marriages.  For example, a husband, who is late coming home from work, is not at all surprised or resentful when his wife asks him where he has been.  Her concern for him and wanting to be with him prompts the question.  Or a husband who has tried to get his wife on the phone all day and hasn't been able to get through, is most anxious to find out from her what has happened that the phone has been so busy or that she had to be out for such an extended period of time.  He'd missed her and wanted to hear her voice.  Granted that we don't always act with such pure motives, in such circumstances.  It still does happen.  That it does is good for the husband, the wife and their coupleness.

	We don't make decisions without talking in depth with one another.  Even when it appears on the surface to be a matter which does not effect the two of us we know anything which has to do with either impacts both, directly or indirectly.  This accountability in a good marriage is not looked upon as diminishing of personhood.  Actually, it is a relief of a burden.  We are not isolated and alone.  It is such a help to have someone to reflect with and to bounce things off.  My accountability negates my tendency to make unilateral decisions and to be private.  When I yield to the sense that I am accountable, my decisions are multi-lateral.  For example, if my independence tells me to stay one hour longer at work and, thereby, miss dinner, it is accountability to our relationship which makes me realize it is "our dinner" I am missing.

	Such support and help is good as far as it goes but it is not wide enough and broad enough.  It is still too much of a weight on too narrow a base.  That is why God has given us the Church as family to help us see our way through life and to guide and direct us in the selections and choices we must make.  As Catholics all our decisions, from the most mundane to the most significant, should be Catholic ones.  That will not happen if we decide by ourselves no matter how much we may know about Catholicism or how frequent our Catholic practice.

	It's like a marriage.  It is not a marital decision unless we make it as a couple.  I might be excellent spouse very much committed to the marriage and very knowledgeable about marital life but I cannot decide individually and have it a matrimonial decision.  The same reasoning applies, with equal force, when we are talking about Catholic decisions.  (We are not limiting that to merely choices about things specifically Catholic.  Just as in marriage all their selections are of concern to both of them and their relationship, not only those evidently and overtly marital.  So too, every thing about a Catholic is Catholic and effects all of us in the Church community.)  If it is to be a Catholic decision, then Catholics must be part of the formulation of that choice.

	We are not talking about the institutional Church here.  Yes, we definitely should reverence and respect Our Holy Father, our bishops and other leaders in the Lord.  It is important to prayerfully and carefully listen to what they have to say and allow them to influence how we live our lives.  But we need a more personal and intimate exposure to the Faith Family.  We need to be able to sit down face to face and talk out everything on our minds and hearts, when we have an important issue before us.  That is where our good Catholic friends come in.  They reach out to us in compassion and love to help us with this burdensome decision, to walk with us so that the responsibility is not a lonely isolated one.  The decision is ultimately ours to make but we are not to be alone in the process of coming to that decision.

	This is why we have placed so much emphasis on finding and bonding with good Catholic friends.  They are the ones who will bring the Church perspective to our consideration.  Of course, they will not preach to us or quote Church documents.  They will speak naturally and lovingly to us from the background of their relationship with us and the Community.  We will seek their counsel not as an inferior but as a peer, confident they understand and appreciate us, since they are as committed to the Faithful as ourselves.  Their part is to broaden our horizons, to raise us above our own limited vision or emotional involvement and establish an atmosphere in which we make a communal decision rather than a private one.  This is to be done with prayer and discernment so that we can see the whole picture and all the consequences, instead of just our own.  Now obviously, such discernment cannot be done with just anyone.  They could be the best and holiest Catholics in town but unless we had already built up a deep level of trust and closeness it wouldn't work.  Thus, the importance of establishing intimate Catholic friendships.

	We have to look at our present friendships and see how open they are.  What are our conversations like when with one another?  Do we merely discuss sports, the headlines, family gossip, the cost of things, what the kids are doing?  There is nothing wrong with these topics in themselves.  The problem is what is missing.  There is no real intimacy.  Do we ever talk about our marriage?  That is the central facet of our lives.  It would be essential to a real friendship to talk in depth about our love: how we are doing, what special moments we have had recently, how we talk with one another, forgive, heal, decide.  Talking about the sexual environment of our home would be a powerful sharing with our friends, helping all participants to be more attentive to the importance of this.  Another topic would be how we have grown in our capability to love one another and where we still need to make improvements.  We are not suggesting every time we get together turning the gathering into a marriage seminar.  There should be much laughter, fun, light bantering.  But all this can happen, when we are talking about matters which really mean something to all of us.  We don't have to restrict ourselves to froth in order to enjoy one another.

	It would be worthwhile to examine our friendships and see the influence those people have had in our life.  Without doubt, they have had some.  We are most grateful for what they have added to our life.  But let us look at some specific areas to evaluate the impact we have permitted them to have.  What is the biggest influence our friends have had upon us in the matter of sex?  The most significant dimension is not the frequency and style of love making but the sexual aura we create around the home, for ourselves and all who live or enter there.  Then, we could ask about their influence upon our spirituality, parenting, dealings with our blood family, how we spend our time, reading, health, interests, etc..  The reverse is equally valid.  What influence do we believe we have had on them, in these areas?  Friends are given to us by God not merely to be people with whom we pass the time.  He intends them to be prophets among us, leading us closer to him by drawing out our full potential.

	We could continue our evaluation of our friends.  Rather, we really should be evaluating how close we allow them to be.  That is the real issue.  It is the difference between the American vision of friendship and the Catholic.  Friends in God's plan, are to be intimates, familiars, that is, adopted family members, not merely pleasant companions who please and amuse us.  There should be a completeness about friendship.  God's ambition is that they are part of our lives, in every way possible.  Do we allow our closest friends to be intimate and prayerful partners in the decisions we make about money, where we live, changing jobs, where we send our kids to school, how we raise them, size of family, whether we invite our parents to live with us, the frequency and method of our prayer, how active we are in the Church, whether we tithe, what we do about beggars on the streets, our relationships with our siblings, how often we fight, about what and in what way, what triggers them, how we make up, our frequency at the Sacraments of Reconciliation and Eucharist, time, the kinds of friends we are?

	The answers to these questions, in all probability, vary.  In some areas and with some friends we might be more open than others.  We can't be that open to everyone, only our closest friends.  But we do have to look at those areas where we are just not open, or minimally so, to those with whom we are most intimate.  We limit their friendship when we hold out in that way and place more burdens on ourselves, by cutting off their wisdom and grace.  What we have been talking about are of great significance to a couple and have a major impact upon the peace and security of their life and love.  God has given us people in the Church to carry some of the burden.

	It would be good to look at our lives and see in what areas we most need good friends and then to look for that type of couple to become an intimate part of us.  It really would be irresponsible to leave finding such a friend up to chance, someone we happened to meet and with whom we hit it off.  We need to pray very fervently over where I need help.  This would be most specifically directed toward how I'm doing as a spouse (especially sexually), parent, family member, friend, member of the Body of Christ.  We are not looking for disaster here.  Only good people and people successful in their relationships would have picked up this book in the first place, much less have gotten this far.  Look for areas in which we want to improve, where we have greater ambitions.  Then ask the Lord to guide us to couples who can respond to our need.

	It may seem that following through on the suggestions given will unreasonably complicate our lives.  It will take too much psychic energy and time.  Actually it will simplify and unburden life and fill us with love, joy and hope.

	One final suggestion.  The basis of all our relationships with others is how we are with one another.  Our marriage is the power cell which fuels all our other relationships, most specifically that with our friends.  When doing well with one another, we are most capable of being a good friend and of accepting friendship in return.  When things are not going too well, then we are most likely to fall into some of the traps of friendship: hypersensitivity, too demanding, being judgmental, too clingy, looking for them to make up for the spouse, angry, passive.  When things are good at home, we are at our best.

	The core of our marital relationship is our sexual experience of one another.  That makes us married and totally distinct from all other relationships.  This is the root of all our other experiences of each other.  When that is right, our sun is in the heavens and all is right with the world for us.  When we say sexual experience we are talking about a totality of our awareness of one another not merely sexual activity no matter how pleasing and significant that may be.  We are talking about a sexual consciousness which is pervasive and all encompassing in our responsiveness to each other.

	When in that condition, we are best suited to be a true friend.  Look at our own experience to see the truth of what is being said.  When filled with being a woman/man who is loved specifically as a woman/man with deep sexual desire by a woman/man we find sexually desirable, we are most open to being our full self with others close to us.

	Thus, if we want the kind of intimate friendships we have been encouraging in this book, we will work strenuously and joyfully at creating a sexual climate in our home.  That is the best we could do, not only as a wife/husband but also as a friend.  This is something we should not only talk over with one another.  Of course, this is where it starts.  The two of us have to take prime responsibility for this but our friends will have to be involved also.  They will be a big help in keeping us focused.  Often family life gets hectic and we forget even our most fervent resolutions.  But it will equally help to focus our friends on their own responsibility for the sexuality of their own marriage.

	Moreover, when we are very successful in establishing a strong and vibrant sexuality in our relationship, it will be very difficult to maintain it in the presence of our friends, if they have not set the same goal for themselves.  Surprisingly, we undervalue sex.  We don't think we do.  We say all sorts of wonderful things about it.  But we limit it to the bedroom.  God intends it to feed and nurture every aspect of our personhood.  God gives us sexuality, not just sex.  When a married person experiences being sexually loved throughout the day, his/her natural flaws and faults are minimized and their virtues broadened.  So when planning to be with friends, make sure the sexual thermostat is high.  Be sexually aware of and responsive to your beloved.  We will be most delightful for our friends to be with and most open to fully experiencing their goodness.

	(By the way, this is the best way for a matrinonied couple to prepare for Mass.  Just thought I'd drop that in as a final little bombshell.)









































	The seal of the Pastoral and Matrimonial Renewal Center is of the ringed head of a High Cross from Castledermot, Ireland.  The crucifixion represented on early Irish crosses is almost universally the crucifixion according to the Gospel of John (Jn: 19:37).  It is the glorified Christ who is represented: Christ as king and as priest, breathing forth the Spirit at the moment of his death.  The spear pierces his side and blood and water flow out: the water symbolic of the Spirit and of Baptism, the blood of Redemption and the Eucharist.
	The crucifixion in early Irish art is not shown as Jesus alone and abandoned, but it is a peopled crucifixion - it is Jesus among his disciples, Jesus risen and present among the people of his Church.  Jesus Reigns in the midst of his disciples, gathered in unity, who are also his apostles, sent to proclaim his salvation to the four corners of the earth.

Drawing by Sr. Pauline McGrath, O.P.
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		    FRIENDS MAKE A DIFFERENCE

			 A Hidden Resource


	Friends are precious.  None of us would deny that.  We don't fully realize how precious they can be.  We don't take full advantage of the opportunities that friendship offers us.  We settle for being acquaintances and leisure time companions.  Friendship is much more significant than just having people over for an evening or having someone to pass the time with who is pleasant and compatible.  The potential of friendship has not been sufficiently tapped into by most of us.

	This Booklet helps us to face sincerely into what kinds of friends we are looking for and what we want them to be in our lives.  Even more importantly, it helps us to look at what kind of friends we want to be, how far we are willing to go for friendship's sake.  It is one thing to be friendly.  It is something completely different to be a friend.  The thoughts offered within can open whole new horizons, providing the possibility of much joy and happiness.


